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About this publication

Today’s fast-moving

winners will be those that embrace the big data

consumer goods (FMCG)

collaboration approach and the latest technology that

market is ripe with

puts customers at the heart of their strategies.

opportunities to grow. For
the past four years, growth

This paper defines how customisation and

in volume sales has rarely

personalisation through collaboration, supported by

increased more than 2%,

in-depth big data resources, can enhance customer

and has been limited to only

experiences and combat brand indifference. Case studies

a few countries in Europe.

exemplify how leading retailers and manufacturers have
used intelligent knowledge to achieve, succeed and grow

One of today’s big challenges arises from the multitude

in a challenging marketplace.

of choices available to the connected customer. Vast
choice is leading to ever-decreasing levels of brand

José Carlos González-Hurtado

and store loyalty, and there is much higher demand for

President of IRI International

convenience and strong value propositions. To help
offset these challenges, the industry must identify what
really matters to customers. Fortunately, there is access to
mind-boggling amounts of customer insights and more
methods than ever to communicate and market directly
to them.
The other big challenge that FMCG retailers and
manufacturers need to address is how to use big data
to its fullest potential. Traditionally retailers have owned
data, while manufacturers have owned science. It’s
time to reconcile the two areas of expertise to find new
growth opportunities. Historically, in order to find growth,
retailers and manufacturers had to focus collaborative
efforts on the supply chain in order to tighten standards
and overall performance. Today, however, the industry
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No growth is a hard fact!

The post 2008 economic crisis shopper has become

Comfortable organic growth has gone

much smarter: they are well connected and are able

FMCG
revenue evolution
in Europe*
the past four years
Comfortable
organic growth
hasover
gone

to find the best prices, they are more conscious about
unnecessary wastage and much more concerned about
their health, wellness and the environment.

FMCG revenue evolution
1.2%

2013

2014

2015

1.0%
0.8%
0.6%

Over the same period the FMCG industry has
experienced little or no growth, despite economic
recovery in most countries: because this lack of growth
is being driven by a change in the profile of the typical
customer, we can assume it is here to stay for a few more
years.

2016

1.0%
0.6%

0.5%

0.4%

0.0%

0.2%
0.0%

Chiffre
d'Affaires
FMCG
revenue
in Europe

Revenue evolution in Europe over the four past for years

*Germany, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, Netherlands
*Allemagne,
Espagne,
France, Grande Bretagne, Greece, Italie, Pays Bas
Source:
IRI
InfoScan
Source: IRI InfoScan

Copyright © 2017 Information Resources, Inc. (IRI). Confidential and Proprietary.

So what happens when no growth is predictable?
Retailers are forced to compete on price and this is very
prominent for instance in the United Kingdom (UK) and in
France.

And when there is a growth, it’s weak
And when there is a growth, it’s weak

FMCG volume sales evolution in Europe* over the past four years
Volume sales evolution
1.0%
0.5%

If retailers and manufacturers don’t change drastically the

1

0.0%

way they operate, they will have a hard time to continue

-0.5%

investing in innovations, driving customers to their stores,

-1.0%

and generating sales with the right level of margin.

-1.5%
-2.0%

0.7%
2013

2014

2015

0.5%
2016

-0.6%
-1.5%
evol. volume

FMCG
volume
evolution
Volume sales evolution in Europe over
the four
past for
years in Europe
*Allemagne, Espagne, France, Grande Bretagne, Grece, Italie, Pays Bas
Pour les PGC, source: IRI InfoScan

*Germany, Spain, France, United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, Netherlands
Source: IRI InfoScan

Copyright © 2017 Information Resources, Inc. (IRI). Confidential and Proprietary.
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Capitalising on the customer’s (r)evolution

Big trends continue to influence the FMCG industry, with

breadth of what customers will consider buying and their

consumer health fads, economic conditions, government

purchasing decisions. The big weekly food shop is shifting

policy, ethical supply chain awareness, extreme weather,

to smaller but more frequent convenience shopping

and innumerable others affecting the way products come

missions, often spanning multiple retailers and channels.

to market and how consumers respond to them. For

Customers are highly educated on their options, price

manufacturers and retailers to win, navigating this moving

points and value propositions, therefore retailers and

landscape is imperative. By enabling change in products,

manufacturers must work to influence their impressions.

pricing, promotion, merchandising, store layouts,
assortments, supply chain logistics and brand image in

Retailers and manufacturers have, of course, been a

order to rapidly adapt to the current mood of the market,

driving force behind creating all of the information via

manufacturers and retailers can stay relevant.

multi-media platforms and strategic marketing. But where
the information age often has fallen short for retailers and

Historically, it’s clear that products and retail concepts

manufacturers is in an understanding of how customers

can’t always survive in a harsh market. Data indicates

are responding to the product and market information

that product failures far outnumber successes in the

coming at them from every direction and how it is

new product arena. In the UK, 7% of NPD (new product

impacting their shopping journeys. The ultimate measure

development) is delisted within the first year, on average

of success is whether the marketing is driving the desired

lasting just 34 weeks. In addition the range cut in the UK

behaviour, which is purchase.

supermarket is on average 10.5% over two years.
However, unlike decades past, now the industry has

Fragmentation of the shopping experience
(omni-channel)

invaluable resources to support meaningful, lasting,

C to C
Virtual
Reality

successful product launches – it has vast information
available to the industry and to customers, all of whom
are looking to make educated and purposeful purchases

Vending
Machines
Wall
Stores

Collection
Points

with their hard-earned money.
E
Commerce

Agencies

Websites

Customers have been embracing this new mine of
information to cherry pick the best deals, to find their
nearest stores and to find out about the latest product
innovations and trends. Easy access to information 24/7
and a heightened expectation of convenience in every

Show
Rooms

Pop-up
Stores
Social
Media

M

Commerce

Click
and
Collect

aspect of life have played significant roles in changing the
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Capitalising on the customer’s (r)evolution

Loyalty data, product sales, total trip sales and more, all

Without strong collaboration and data-driven insights to

help illustrate purchase behaviours and patterns. Data

best understand shopping behaviours, the market is ripe

and insights abound and when harnessed and activated

with opportunities to fail anywhere in the process from

against appropriately, there are great opportunities

product development through to execution at the shelf.

for all players in the FMCG world. For retailers and

The collaborative use of data is the key to making better

manufacturers combined, there are three core pillars to

decisions and winning at the shelf.

growth: retain and reward, tempt and grow and activate
customers.
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Breaking the silos and focussing on your customers

There are two primary models for strategic retailer-

Retailers and manufacturers should continue to work

manufacturer relationships: silos and collaboration.

in the areas where they have influence, but they also

Traditionally, what has been perceived as collaboration

need to make better use of information to put customers

between retailers and manufacturers has been very

at the centre of their decision making and strategies.

operational, with each party focussing on their own areas

With customers at the centre of collaborative strategies,

of influence.

customers will have positive experiences with FMCG
brands and retail spaces. For customers, the goal is to

The obvious challenge with the silo approach is that

satisfy a need, not connect with products or retailers

the customer is not at the centre of efforts, nor are the

independently of each other. It’s the complete FMCG

efforts necessarily complementary. This results in both

experience that matters.

the retailer and the manufacturer having very different
perceptions of the same customer, potentially with
different goals.

Traditional Silo Approach

New Collaborative Approach

Industry Centric
RETAILER

COLLABORATION

Performance versus
other retailers
Price promotions
Shelf allocation
Supply optimisation
CUSTOMER FOCUS
Optimise assortment

Financial
reporting
Price and promo
planning
Supply chain
monitoring

Optimise price
In-store experience

Customer Centric
MANUFACTURER

RETAILER

COLLABORATION

New product
development

Performance versus
other retailers

Marketing and
brand awareness

Price promotions

Financial
reporting
Price and promo
planning

Understanding
their customers

Shelf allocation
Supply optimisation

CUSTOMER FOCUS

CUSTOMER FOCUS

Appealing products

Optimise assortment

Appealing brand
image

Optimise price
In-store experience

Supply chain
monitoring
CUSTOMER
PERSONALISATION

Targeted
communications
Find/improve
under-performing
stores

MANUFACTURER

New product
development
Marketing and
brand awareness
Understanding
their customers
CUSTOMER FOCUS
Appealing products
Appealing brand
image

Identify regional
variations
EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Category-level price promotions
In-store merchandising (e.g. gondola end displays)
Supply and demand optimisation

Cross-category
offers
Personalised
offers

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Store-level optimisation to meet customer
expectations
Eliminate promotions that don’t drive growth
Personalised promotions and communications
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Breaking the silos and focussing on your customers

The efficient collaborative approach requires quick

customers than the silo approach delivers. The table

access to the same information. It brings a more scientific

below gives some examples of the behaviours that each

opportunity to retain and increase the loyalty of existing

approach might drive across the three pillars of retail:

Customer Segmentation Opportunities
ACTIVATE NEW AND
LAPSED CUSTOMERS

TEMPT AND GROW CUSTOMERS
TO INCREASE SPEND

RETAIN AND REWARD
CURRENT CUSTOMERS

Yes: Low prices may encourage

No: Existing customers will get

Yes: But with the risk that

new customers to enter the

lower prices on products they

customers will become

category. Low prices might also

would have purchased anyway.

accustomed to low prices.

SILO APPROACH OUTCOMES
CATEGORY PRICE PROMOS

IN-STORE MERCHANDISING

bring new customers into the

This could have a longer-term

stores.

negative impact on the category.

No: Merchandising will only be

Yes: Increased visibility may

Yes: A regular stream of offers

visible to existing customers.

encourage customers to try new

and interesting merchandising

brands.

may keep customers engaged,
but these customers will also be
exposed to merchandising from
other information channels.

SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMISATION

Yes: A good in-store experience

Yes: Ensuring the right amount

Yes: A good in-store experience

with the right assortment and

of product is on shelf will reduce

where the right assortment of

good on-shelf availability will

losses due to poor availability.

products is usually available will

appeal to new customers.

drive loyalty.

COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
OUTCOMES
PERSONAL OFFERS

Yes: Targeting promotions to new

Yes: Personalised promotions

Yes: Maintaining engagement

customers can be very effective.

mean the customers will continue

with the customer.

to pay full price for their favourite
products, so that promotions can
focus on incremental spend.
TEMPT CUSTOMERS; INCREASE
BASKET OR CUSTOMER
EXPENDITURE

REWARD LOYAL CUSTOMERS

Yes: Stand out from the

Yes: Tempting customers to buy

Yes: Maintaining an ongoing

competition with unique and

into categories where they don’t

relationship with customers

tailor-made promotional

normally spend can generate

via new product promos and

programmes.

incremental growth.

suggestions promotes loyalty.

No: This strategy will only focus on

Yes: A recognised ethos of valuing

Yes: Maintaining an ongoing

existing customers.

customers with rewards can

relationship with customers

encourage increased spend, for

via new product promos and

example spending more than £10

suggestions promotes loyalty.

to receive a free coffee.
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Game changer for growth: Big data collaboration

Fifteen years ago retailers and manufacturers were in

best practices, process and measurement under a

a period of slow growth and decided to become ‘one

standardised approach for big data collaboration

company’ to find growth opportunities by standardising

will enable retailers and manufacturers to optimise

the supply chain. Under Efficient Consumer Response

customer reach via personalisation and gain full control

(E.C.R.), their collaborative work has become the norm

of marketing and innovation budgets, increase margins,

in the industry. Benefits were massive in terms of cost

market shares and strengthen the loyalty of customers.

reduction, which was beneficial to the customer and for
the shopping experience (strong impact on on-shelf

Today’s cutting edge technology sustains an effective

availability).

end-to-end big data collaboration strategy.
Standardising big data collaboration is the next winning

Returning to a focus on collaboration will optimise the

(r)evolution for the FMCG business.

power of data intelligence and drive growth. Bringing
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Overcoming the barriers for adopting a collaborative approach

There are three significant barriers preventing many

3. DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE CUSTOMER

retailers and manufacturers from using all of the available

Understanding what motivates customers is equally

information to drive a collaborative approach:

important to retailers and manufacturers, but both groups

1. DATA OWNERSHIP
Retailers own their data and value it very highly; not
surprising given their level of investment and the
business-focussed relationship they need to maintain
with their suppliers. As a result, they may not be willing to
share information or, if they do, they may charge high fees
for it and apply strict access restrictions to it.
Manufacturers, on the other hand, collect detailed
information about their products. Without access to
retailer data, they have little visibility of what happens
to products once on store shelves. Did their latest
advertising campaign generate the expected amount of
uplift? Is the new product available in all stores? Did a
competitor’s promotion steal any loyal customers? What
other products or brands do customers typically buy at
the same time? Is this product losing sales because some
stores aren’t ordering enough stock?
Manufacturers simply have to know the answers to these
types of questions to drive their operations, to plan their
promotions and to inform new product strategies.
2. VOLUME OF INFORMATION

will have a very different perspective.
Manufacturers invest in understanding how people react
to factors like new flavours and marketing campaigns.
They will have a deep knowledge of how people
feel about their products, but they won’t have much
insight into what else those people do when they visit
a supermarket. Why do customers substitute products
instead of purchasing their brand? Manufacturers need to
understand customers.
Retailers have more insight typically, as they can build
profiles of customers based on the entire content of their
baskets. Retailers have data that shows which products
are purchased together and the different types of
shopping ‘missions’ that occur at various times of day. If
they have a loyalty program, they may also have a good
insight into the household structure of each customer.
What they lack is fine detail about how customers feel
about brands or how important those brands are to
the people that shop in their stores. They need to know
where else the same customers are making purchases to
fulfil the same need state a 360-degree understanding of
purchase behaviour is imperative.

The sheer volume of information available in the industry
is vast, and making this information available in a form

Finding the common ground between both of these

where it can easily be used to inform daily decision

perspectives is an essential part of achieving a more

making is both a technical and logistical challenge. It

collaborative approach that better meets customer

is not unusual for a national retailer to be managing

expectations.

hundreds of billions of rows of data at any time.
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Overcoming the barriers for adopting a collaborative approach

Why adopt a big data collaboration strategy:

•

One Source of the Truth: Having data accessible

•

Tools and Framework for Increased Alignment:

on one system using the same metrics/measures

Aligning supplier and retailer customer-driven

ensures retailers and manufacturers have a

initiatives and objectives is core to winning in the

common language to help grow their respective

marketplace and delivering maximum value to the

businesses and understand the customer.

customer. This relationship brings those processes
together for greater success.

•

Retailer/Manufacturer Joint Business Planning:
Having one common view of data coming

•

Integration of Key Performance Drivers:

out of the same system, on the same reports,

Bringing together key data sets that drive all

with customisation and alignment to planning and

planning decisions, aligned to the retailer strategy

execution enables better dialog between the

and mission in manufacturer collaboration.

retailer and its suppliers. Ultimately, it enables
increased collaboration and improved
communication to deliver results against mutually
aligned growth targets.

•

Simplicity: Reducing the number of systems
in a retailer’s merchant/category-manager
organisation allows for greater speed in decision
making and reduces time spent training on
various systems.

•

Pre-built and Configurable Reports and
KPIs: Leveraging best practices in reporting
and in alerting, brings more flexibility for real-time
activations rooted in a far more granular
understanding of performance drivers.
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Case studies: Sharing a holistic view of the customer

The following section describes how some leading retailers

the year to date and, just as easily, zoom right down to the

have used technology to leverage their information for

performance of any product in any store on any week, or any

internal use and to facilitate a more collaborative approach

moment in between. This is revolutionary compared with the

with manufacturers. The manufacturers are also winning

restrictive category-level databases of the past.

in efficient and better allocation of their efforts and
investments.

The user interface comprises a series of interactive
reports that guide users through workflows aligned to

1. ENGAGING WITH CUSTOMERS THROUGH DATA

their business processes. The system enables M&S to

SHARING - M&S

achieve the objective of using their own big data to

The notion of using all of the available information to its full

drive everyday decision making, and because they have

potential every day and for every decision is an objective

opened it up to their suppliers, they are able to operate a

that most would strive for in any situation. But is this

collaborative approach in delivering the right products, at

objective realistic for a national retailer or a brand selling

the right time, in the right place to their customers.

tens of thousands of SKUs to millions of unique customers
every day?

Typical activities enabled by IRI’s Liquid Data system are:

Through a combination of technology and data science, the
answer to this question is: Yes!
An example of a retailer that has embraced the notion of

Track the performance of a
SENSE AND
RESPOND

promotion and identify stores,
regions or formats where it is
underperforming. Make changes to

using information to encourage productive collaboration

supply or distribution and measure

with their manufacturers, is Marks & Spencer (M&S) in the

the impact.

UK.
This retailer has joined forces with IRI to build a platform that
unifies a range of information sources from each one of the
retailer’s stores, including: sales units, sales values, demand
forecast, wastage and on-shelf availability.
The platform is built on IRI’s Liquid Data™ (ILD) platform,
which automatically loads and synchronises each individual
row of information and can aggregate up to any level

NEW
PRODUCT
TRIALS

Measure the performance of new

CATEGORY
REVIEWS

Measure the contribution of each

ONGOING
SALES
REPORTING

Use the same lens as the retailer.

products and their impact on the
category in control stores.

product to its category.

instantly. In practical terms, this allows M&S to instantly look
at total performance for any Key Purchase Indicator (KPI) for
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Case studies: Sharing a holistic view of the customer

Within the first year of building the system, 80% of M&S’s

engaged retailers, such as:

manufacturers had chosen to join the programme, and
all of them have chosen to renew their subscriptions each

•

products are for specific "trip missions". This

year.

informs decisions about assortment, promotions

The system is accessed several hundred times every day,

and store layouts.

and every time a decision is made by M&S or by one of
the collaborating manufacturers, that decision will be

Manufacturers assess how important their

•

Manufacturers can assess which other brands are

based on real data derived from the actions of real people

typically purchased with their own and can

in the stores.

identify opportunities for cross-brand promotions.

2. DIFFERENT VIEWS OF THE CUSTOMER - MCCOLL’S

•

of the McColl’s customers, thereby improving their

UK Convenience retailer McColl’s developed a
technology platform with IRI in 2016 that contains all
of the company’s sales data, down to individual items

holistic understanding of convenience customers.

•

large purchases.

McColl’s Loyalty Plus Card programme, which means

•

each type of customer can be assessed.
The platform is used by McColl’s and its suppliers, and
it provides complete transparency about sales and the

It is possible to see which products drive the
most repeat purchases, and which ones don’t.

Card users. In addition to this, McColl’s has included its
customer segmentations so that the basket content of

Retailers can quantify which brands are most
significant to attracting customers that make

in every basket. The platform also contains data from
users can examine the shopping behaviour of Plus

Manufacturers can see the full shopping patterns

•

McColl’s and their suppliers now have the
opportunity to build a detailed profile of
their customers, which can drive personalised
promotional campaigns.

behaviour of customers in-store. It facilitates significant
collaboration opportunities, proven successful by
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Transforming big data into big decisions
Customers have more control today given their access to

The FMCG industry has embraced the information age

information before their shopping journey even begins.

and has been diligently digitising its activities to create

As a result, brand and store loyalty are much harder to

vast oceans of information. This information has the

gain and retain.

potential to deliver this customer-focussed approach
to the benefit of manufacturers, retailers and

To win the trust of this new generation, retailers and

customers. But only if it can be properly executed.

manufacturers will have to put the customer at the heart
of their everyday decision making. This will mean getting

Technology is now available from IRI that can align

the simple things and the more sophisticated elements

all of this information into a structure that can inform

right, from assortment and placement at the shelf to

everyday decision making and can facilitate full and

customised promotions.

transparent collaboration. The IRI Liquid Data™ (ILD)
platform and IRI Analytics Centre of Excellence is
trusted by 95% of the Fortune Global 500 in FMCG and
retail.

What you need: Only IRI covers all areas of expertise to deliver growth
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For further information
Contact your IRI Consultant or send an email EU.Marketing@IRIworldwide.com
About IRI: IRI is a leading provider of big data, predictive analytics and forward-looking insights that help FMCG, OTC health care,
retailers and media companies to grow. With the largest repository of purchase, media, social, causal and loyalty data, all integrated
on an on-demand cloud-based technology platform, IRI guides over 5,000 clients globally in their quests to remain relentlessly
relevant, capture market share, connect with consumers and deliver growth.
Move your business forward at www.iriworldwide.com Follow IRI on Twitter: @IRI_INTL
IRI France, 4 rue André Derain - 78244 Chambourcy Cedex, France, Tel +33 (0)1 30 06 22 00
Copyright © 2017 IRI. All rights reserved. IRI, the IRI logo and the names of IRI products and services referenced herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks of
IRI. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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